


YMC, the largest independently-
owned online property for moms  
in Canada and award-winning  
digital platform for moms, teamed  
up with Sharpie and Paper Mate in  
2017 and 2018.

Together we created three waves of  
branded content and social activity  
around various themes that are  
relevant to mom: Back to School,  
Holiday and Preparing for the
New Year.

+



Sharpie and Paper Mate approached  
Ehm & Co – publisher of YMC –
to develop an integrated online
campaign to drive purchase at a  
specific retailer (Walmart) and help  
generate additional sales for
the Paper Mate Ink Joy pens  
and Sharpie markers.

The campaign included YMC  
branded content, social activity,
and a social contest. Simultaneously,  
we initiated sizable influencer  
content creation and micro-
influencer testing programs, to  
create social buzz and raise  
awareness for Sharpie and
Paper Mate products amongst  
the mom community.



The branded content components  
of this campaign include:

• Custom content on YMC.ca
• Custom social content across  

YMC platforms
• Featuring specialty

photography and graphics  
designed to showcase client  
products



Back to school is the real New Year – by  
focusing on tips for specific demographics  
of learners, this article helped moms  
make this year successful AND colourful!





To kick off the holiday season, a  
slideshow was featured on YMC.ca –
showcasing stocking stuffers to suit and  
please everyone on your list… including  
Sharpies and Paper Mate pens.





A listicle style article featured colourful  
images and a downloadable pdf of a  
hand-drawn “To-Do” master chart for
the upcoming year – providing a handy resource  
when filling up their 2018 calendars featuring  
Sharpie and Paper Mate throughout.







YMC further helped support the  
program key messaging with a  
series of social posts on YMC  
platforms, including Facebook,  
Twitter and Instagram.



The Sharpie and Paper Mate  
messaging really resonated with the  
YMC mom community. Moms were  
eager to engage and interact with  
the content in a very authentic and  
organic manner.

This campaign cut through the clutter  
during the back to school and holiday  
seasons by digging deeper into the  
consumer motivation and mindset.
By capitalizing on the trend of bullet  
journaling and analog planning,  
YMC was able to connect with a niche  
community of super fans and deliver  
against the client’s objectives.

Overall the campaign generated  
5.2mm potential impressions  
and just under 15,000 contest  
entries.


